## Responsive Classroom Discipline Framework

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COMPONENT</th>
<th>GOAL</th>
<th>PRACTICES</th>
<th>NOTES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Laying the foundation for positive behavior | To create and maintain a positive learning community and to teach self-regulation. | • Teaching routines  
• Establishing rules and expectations  
• Investing students in rules  
• Setting goals  
• Envisioning, reinforcing, and reminding language  
• Structured reflection | Self-regulation promotes positive relationships, a positive school climate, academic achievement, self-worth, and emotional well-being. |
| Preventing off-task behavior and misbehavior | To teach students how to translate the rules and expectations into behavior, and to hold students to such behavior in a proactive, firm, fair, and consistent manner. | • Modeling  
• Role-playing  
• Structured reflection  
• Proximity  
• Visual cues  
• Proactive envisioning, reinforcing, and reminding language | High-quality teacher-student and student-student relationships contribute to a classroom and school climate in which students choose appropriate behavior out of respect for the teacher and one another. |
| Responding to off-task behavior and misbehavior | To handle off-task behavior and misbehavior respectfully and help the student get back on track, repair any damage caused, and develop self-discipline so as to prevent similar problems in the future. | • Proximity  
• Visual cues  
• Reactive reminding and redirecting language  
• Logical consequences: Loss of privilege  
• Break it, fix it  
• Time-out/Space and Time | The teacher must communicate behavior expectations clearly and impose logical consequences with fairness and consistency, using a firm and caring demeanor, words, and tone. |
| Solving a chronic behavior problem | To understand the student’s particular behavior problem and address it with modified or individualized discipline practices that get the student back on track for developing self-regulation; to help the student learn strategies for returning to positive behavior that work for them. | • Problem-solving conference  
• Individual written agreement  
• Goal setting  
• Modeling  
• Role-playing  
• Proactive and reactive envisioning, reminding, and redirecting language  
• Structured reflection | Many of the discipline practices used generally (such as modeling and checking in on progress toward goals) also work with students with chronic behavior problems. But the practices need to be used more frequently and systematically, with the involvement of parents and often other adults, such as behavior interventionists and guidance counselors. |
Public Discipline Systems

Public discipline systems—like Class Dojo, stoplights, moving clothespins along a colored card, writing names on the board—can certainly be appealing. Some days can feel as if they’re spent just disciplining, and public discipline systems promise to turn that around by decreasing misbehavior and increasing motivation through the use of visual feedback. The phrase often heard during a conversation about public discipline systems is that “children know exactly where they stand.”

And these systems do work, but only in the short-term. At first, students are in awe of the novelty. They initially like the idea of being able to earn points or have their clothespin on the blue card, and they’re eager to please their teacher by demonstrating their absolute best behavior; they want to be good even if they are unclear about what that means.

However, public discipline systems quickly lose their novelty and cease working. Children who continuously lose points, are placed on red, or have their name written on the board are publicly humiliated, and for many that experience increases the negative behavior. Some children who are consistently on green or blue do not enjoy being pointed out and are embarrassed when their good behavior is publicly recognized. Other students find it difficult to maintain the illusive standard of good behavior and will lie or cheat to keep their points or stay on green.

Teachers who use public discipline systems do so because they want to recognize positive behavior and respond to misbehavior. They want to effectively manage their classroom so that all children will be able to learn. But there are ways to do this without causing the problems associated with public discipline systems.

One powerful strategy is to use the three “Rs” of teacher language (reinforcing, reminding, and redirecting):

- **Use reinforcing language when a student behaves positively.** For example, when a student who usually argues during Four Square plays one round argument-free, you might say, “Sabrina, when someone called you out you went to the back of the line right away.” The words, along with your friendly and encouraging demeanor, tell Sabrina exactly what she did that was helpful and what she should keep doing.

- **Use reminding language when you notice a student just starting to go off course.** For example, when a student is beginning to struggle with listening, you can say quietly and matter-of-factly, “Remember what we said about being a respectful partner.”

- **Try nonverbal cues when a child behaves in a problematic way.** For example, put your finger to your lips as a silent reminder to listen or shake your head to signal a student to wait until you’re finished giving directions before reaching for the supplies. Even simply moving to stand next to a child who’s misbehaving will often restore positive behavior quickly.
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However, when nonverbal cues aren’t enough (or you sense the student is beyond being able to take in such cues), use redirecting language. For example, Jed is running across the classroom with a pair of scissors. You say, kindly but very firmly, “Jed, stop now. Put the scissors down.” Once the unsafe behavior has stopped and you and Jed are both calm, you discuss the unsafe behavior he chose and the safe behavior you expect.

Sometimes students need more than a cue or a redirection to correct their behavior. In that case, logical consequences can do the job. Unlike punishments or public demerits, logical consequences help children connect their behavior to its effects and repair any damage that behavior may have caused. Logical consequences are also respectful of the child. Examples: If a student fools around and spills water all over the bathroom, a logical consequence might be that he cleans up the water. Or if a child accidentally deletes her partner’s computer work, she needs to find a way to help her partner recreate the work. If a student is losing self-control during group work, you may direct her to take a positive time-out, a break from the action so she can regroup mentally and emotionally.

Logical consequences need to be introduced carefully and used skillfully if they’re to remain nonpunitive. When they are used nonpunitive, they’re a powerful way to restore children to positive behavior and help them learn from their mistakes—all while preserving their dignity and maintaining calm and order in the classroom.

So whenever you’re tempted to turn to a public discipline system—for example, during long stretches of indoor recess, before or after holidays and vacations, or as the school year closes—remember that this quick fix will not result in long-term behavioral changes. In contrast, using Responsive Classroom practices can give you the long-term improvement you’re looking for: teacher language helps children know precisely what they’re doing well and what behavior they should continue; logical consequences help children repair and learn from their mistakes; both of these practices help children create a repertoire of positive behaviors to call on in the future. And developing children’s ability to select positive behaviors is what discipline is really all about.